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Although the bio-reverenr approach quesrions the tra-
ditional methods of biomechanics, we believe this dia-
logue can only enhance one's competency toward func-
tional wellness. Put into practical rerms, direct palpation
and manipulative techniques traditionally taught in most
massage schools and bodywork programs do not provide
the iliopsoas muscle with the respect crucial for gaining
dynamic function. As an instinctually refexive and emo-
tionally expressive muscle, we recognize that experiencing
the iliopsoas with all its intricate interdependent relation-
ships, combined with understanding of its neurological
and chemical expression of trauma, offers a more insight-
ful and direct resolution for iliopsoas tension patterns.

In this article we return to offer a sampling of practical
explorations for experiencing the depths of one's own psy-
cho-emotional iliopsoas, and several recommendations for
developing noninvasive approaches for working with the
iliopsoas. It is our hope to empower readers to shift from
the desire to try to "fix" the iliopsoas ro stimulating its
healing resolution.

Appreciati ng our limits
'W'e all know what a huge difference there is berween

watching a trained professional perform a technique on a
client that she has developed or studied and mastered
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through years of experience, and reading about or using
those same techniques after a few days of exploring them
in a workshop. Mastering a bio-reverent approach ro the
iliopsoas requires even more commitmenr to complexiry,
because it involves not only the application of very subtle
techniques, but also that we as therapists develop the abil-
iry to intuit, sense and explore the ongoing and fuid,
changing relationship with ourselves and our clients.
Rather than simply mastering a technique, our job as a
bio-reverent therapist entails cultivating the aftful applica-
tion of self-awareness to unravel intimate connecdons in a
respectful manner.

Begin with yaur iliopsoas
Although many techniques have been taught on how to

release the tension in the iliopsoas muscle, lessons on rev-
erence and respect toward working with this core muscle
are sorely lacking.

\7ith regard to the iliopsoas, the art of bio-reverence
can most effectively be experienced through self-explo-
ration. Each individual practitioner must spend hours of
intentional self-healing and self-actualizing work. It is
through this process of experiencing one's self that we as
therapists develop our abiliry to lead others into their
depths of self-healing. It is both inappropriate and
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misleading to believe that we can lead others,
somatically or otherwise, through a journey of
inner healing that weourselves have not com-
pleted or even embarked upon.

Although true for every aspect of body-
work, nowhere is this lesson more applica-
ble than with the iliopsoas. This primitive
muscle, activated instinctually at the first
sign of danger, can harbor years, as well as
layers, of deeply hidden, traumatic memo-
ries. Specifically because of the primitive
and instinctual nature of this muscle, it is
essential that the practitioner not only
understand the healthy functioning of the
muscle, but also the inherent danger of
attempting to release the tension in this
muscle prior to knowing, digesting and
integrating its causes.

The bio-reverent approach to the iliop-
soas muscle requires that we are willing to
first explore and release the years and layers
of trauma that may be stored in our own iliopsoas memo-
ry. In this process of self-exploration, we learn firsthand
the intricacies, complexities and delicate nature of work-
ing with the iliopsoas muscle.

Only after we integrate this process of self-exploration
can we expect to develop the respect necessary for assist-
ing and accompanying others in exploring their iliopsoas.
'Without first exploring our own psychosomatic history, it
is almost inevitable that we will experience some degree of
somatic counter-transference. This counter-transference
can be a source of confusion and pain for both the client
and the therapist. \When dealing with the pelvic area, this
counter-transference can lead both client and therapist
into planpg out unhealthy responses and unresolved
issues around sexual pleasure or injury shame, humilia-
tion and terror.

Over and over, the practitioner who comes to learn
iliopsoas work invariably realizes his or her own unre-
solved issues.

Setting boundaries
\7hen choosing to work with the iliopsoas it is not only

our personal awareness that must develop, but also a clear
recognition that even noninvasive approaches for working
with the iliopsoas produce an emotional release that as
therapists we must be prepared for. Recognition of one's
own mastery begins by asking, "Do I have the self-aware-
ness and emotional stabiliry to handle someone else's
emotional release?"

This recognition helps to maintain clear boundaries.
Although the massage profession attempts to draw (as
does the psychological profession) a distinct line between
psychological counseling and bodywork, this line blurs

Only ufter we integrate the
process of self-exploration

can we expect to develop the
respect necessary for assisting
and accompanying others in

exploring their i I iopsoas.

when one enters the territory of the iliopsoas. \7hat is
actually a man-made distinction becomes profoundly
challenged in a dialogue between two intuitive iliopsoas
muscles. No matter how well-meaning a verbal or physi-
cal response is meant to be, our body language speaks
louder than words-and whatever words we do speak
have power to compromise what may already be a con-
fused, emotional terrain.

By first becoming deeply rooted within one's own core
it is, however, possible to distinguish and discriminate
between emotional processing (the psychological realm)
and simply holding the space (the energetic, physical
realm) for the client to feel safe and experience from with-
in a felt-sense existence.

If we are trained to work as body therapists, then com-
fort and nourishment are our first intentions. Creating a
safe haven, a held environment where nothing has to hap-
pen, may be the first non-manipulative, noninvasive sup-
port a client has ever experienced. Even structural thera-
pists working in a modaliry where people come to receive
change, heal injury and expect results can provide this bio-
reverent approach if they have accessed their own iliopsoas
in a truly loving and respectful manner.

Reason s for iliopsoas dysfunctian
Iliopsoas dysfunction, in the form of chronic tension, is

a sign of an internal lack of cohesiveness in the whole
being. It is often an important indicator of skeletal insta-
biliry. Recognizing the tense iliopsoas as being a lack of
support squarely places the focus on proprioceptive aware-
ness.

Tension in this otherwise supple muscle is due to its
ability to function as a guy wire to the spine. It tenses to
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support the vertical body structure. If the pelvic bowl is
off its electromagnetic center and there is instabiliry
specifically in the sacroiliac joints or lumbar spine, the
iliopsoas will be called upon for support.

Over time, the static holding requirements will begin
to dry and shorten the iliopsoas fibers. Healing sacroiliac
tears or overstretched ligaments is a bottom-line require-
ment for dynamic iliopsoas functioning.

The muscle stops tensing when the pelvic bowl is
balanced and capable of bearing and transferring
weight through both legs and feet. This experience
of standing on one's own rwo feet is both a physical sen-
sation of internal support and an emotional sense of
internal integrity.

Direct palpation of a constricted iliopsoas, somewhat
like rwisting a person's arm, can definitely arouse a reac-
tion from the muscle, but it moves against the instinctive
behavior of the iliopsoas. Although it feels better (often
interpreted as a release) when it's over, direct manipula-
tion provides short-term relief to the tense iliopsoas.

Simpler techniques, such as jiggling and soft rocking
of each l.g and/or i leum, relieve i l iopsoas srress.
Gently rocking (and at home using a rocking chair) is an
instinctual method for soothing; so is rolling into a fetal
ball and maintaining this position unril the fee/fight
response subsides.

Standing lliopsoas Exploration. Understanding the
functional movement patterns of the iliopsoas can help
detect dysfunction in the pelvic bowl or compensating
external muscle tension. (See article text for instructions for
this exercise.)

Catching-and-falling movements that mimic early
walking also help clients access their core proprioceptive
awareness. Once somarically and emorionally reconnect-
ed with our own iliopsoas, we can access our clients'
without ever needing to physically go near it. It is impor-
tant to remember the iliopsoas simply lets down its
defenses when it feels safe.

F I  .  .1.Lxprorrng your r rropsoas
Constructive rest position

Rest on your back. Knees are bent and feet are paral-
lel to each other hip-width apart. Place your heels
approximately 16 inches away from your buttocks (far
enough away for the pelvis to be able to move, close
enough so the weight is distributed throughout the whole
foot). Keep your arms below shoulder height, letting
them rest over your ribcage along your sides or on your
pelvis. Do not push your lumbar spine to rhe foor or
tuck your pelvis; resr in the position for 10-20 minutes.

Roll to one side before slowly gerring up. In consrruc-
tive rest it is graviry that releases the iliopsoas. A being
position rather than doing position, it is open, quiet
attention to sensarion that helps deepen somatic aware-
ness and facilitate iliopsoas release. Notice any desire to
flee or sensations of holding (freezing), as they provide an
opportuniry to recognize the sympathetic nervous system
(primal survival response) in action.

Standi ng i I iopsoas expl oration
Understanding the functional movement patterns of

the iliopsoas can help detect dysfunction in the pelvic
bowl or compensating external muscle tension. Place a
yoga block (or thick hardcover book) approximately 16
inches away from a solid wall. Step onro the block with
the left foot, supporting and balancing yourself equally
between your foot and your right hand placed at shoulder
height on the wall. Let the right leg and foot hang
released. Gently swing the leg back and forth. The pelvic
crests are parallel with the foor and face forward. The
healthy iliopsoas moves like a pendulum through the core
(skeletally the pelvis stays as part of the torso), while only
the leg swings at the hip socket.

The trunk of the body does not swing, bend or rwisr as
the leg moves. (If the pelvis is tipped or dipped, or torques
or moves with the leg, there may be pelvic instabiliry pro-
prioceptive interruption, or external leg muscles dominat-
ing skeletal placement. Step down off the block.
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Before switching sides, stand and see if your two legs
feel different. You've used gravity to release the iliopsoas of
the swinging leg, and most likely this leg will feel longer,
freer and more relaxed. As it takes awareness to sense both
the leg that is dangling and the standing leg's skeletal
weight, do not spend more than.30 seconds swinging the
leg before switching sides.

Remember, the iliopsoas is the only muscle to attach
the spine to the leg. The pendulum movement of walking
is sensed at the very top of your iliopsoas deep within the
torso beginning within the solar plexus.

Now reverse your position and swing the other leg.
This time focus not only on the leg you're swinging, but
also on the standing leg. Check to be sure your weight is
passing directly down through your leg and foot and into
the block, not leaning into the standing leg. Even though
this leg is now bearing weight, you can maintain a released
iliopsoas by bringing your awareness to the front of the
hip socket and softening any tension by shifting slightly
forward and through the ankle. \Watching clients swing
their leg (or walk, for that matter) helps you to recognize
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lnvoluntary Shaking. Trauma-
releasing exercises are one way to
release the deep, chronic muscle
contractions created by shock or
trauma. From top to bottom: knees
are bent and feet are on the floor;
allow the knees to fall completely
open, and place the bottoms of
your feet together; then lift your
pelvis about one inch off the floor.
Hold this position for one minute,
if possible. If not, raise and lower
your pelvis multiple times until you
reach a total of one minute. After a
minute has passed, slowly come
down. At this point simply close
your knees only one inch and hold
this position for approximately one
minute. You are to repeat the
process of closing your knees an
additional inch after each minute
has passed. At some point in this
process you will begin to feel some
involuntary shaking or tremors in
the muscles. These are to be
encouraged unless you begin
to feel too uncomfortable or
frightened by them. Roll to your
side if the sensation or feelings
become overwhelming,

a dysfunctional pelvis as it moves with the leg rather than
stays as part of the torso. \7hen there are injuries in the
sacroiliac joints, the iliopsoas will stay involved until
integrity is re-established.

Involuntary shaking
Tlauma-releasing exercises are another approach for

bringing relief to both the pelvis and the iliopsoas muscle.
These exercises, although simple and painless, are specifi-
cally designed to release the deep, chronic muscle contrac-
tions created by severe shock or ffauma. They evoke the
natural shaking mechanisms of the body to dissolve
chronic tension. By activating the shaking instinct at the
center of gravity, where defensive contractions begin, this
powerful release work can reverberate throughout the
entire body as it looks for deep, chronic tension in its path
and naturally dissolves it.

To begin to evoke the involuntary shaking of the pelvic
area, rest on a carpeted, comfortable foor or yoga mat
with your knees bent and feet on the foor (see construc-
tive rest position, above). Allow the knees to fall
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completely open (use two rolled blankets for support,
placing one under the knee and upper thigh if needed).
Place the bottoms of your feet rogerher. (Please note this
is a very vulnerable position, so take time to sense, feel
and be with whatever you are experiencing before mov-
ing on.) Once your knees are safely open and your feet
securely grounded into each other, lift your pelvis about
one inch off the foor. Hold this position for one minute
if possible. If not, raise and lower your pelvis multiple
times until you reach a total of one minute.

After a minute has passed, slowly come down. At this
point simply close your knees only one inch and hold this
position for approximately one minute.

You are to repeat the process of closing your knees an
additional inch after each minute has passed. Ar some
point in this process you will begin to feel some involun-
tary shaking or tremors in the muscles. These are to be
encouraged unless you begin to feel too uncomfortable or
frightened by them. Roll to your side if the sensation or
feelings become overwhelming.

As long as you condnue to feel safe, yciu can continue
to close your knees in this slow and deliberate manner
until they are approximately six inches apart. By this
time, the shaking may have become rather strong.
Although the shaking begins in the legs, by now you may
feel the shaking in the pelvic area and even farther up
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Changing the way we think about the iliopsoas is
essential-and yet can be quite challenging as the structure
of our thoughts is so deeply interwoven into a cultural
mechan i cal consciousness

your body. As long as your safery and comfoft are main-
tained, you can continue allowing the shaking to work its
way through your body.

This shaking will condnue to release deep, chronic
tensions in the body. Remember that, like all explo-
rations, in order to integrate its effect it is vital to explore
it numerous (i.e., hundreds of) times prior to exploring
it with others.

Supporting a functional iliopsoas
Healthy'feet and ankles are essential for proper

iliopsoas functioning. \Thether it's the shoes a client
wore as a toddler while first learning to walk or rhe
infexible shoes they are wearing today, the sports activi-
ties they pursue, or the fu"hf office chair 1tt.y sit in,
overly developed fexors or extensor muscles, foot prob-
lems and infexible ankles all interfere with skeletal pro-
prioceptive awareness.

The iliopsoas is our walking muscle and maintains its
supple, dynamic qualiry only when weight is passing
through the bones. A lack of integriry within joints, espe-
cially of the feet, ankles, knees and pelvis, will always sig-
nal the iliopsoas for support.

lnner integrity
The iliopsoas is not a weak muscle needing ro

be strengthened, but an overburdened, exhausted
muscle. Being called upon to maintain inner integrity,
the iliopsoas expresses our deep internal experience
of compromise.

Changing the way we think about the iliopsoas is
essential-and yet can be quite challenging as the sffuc-
ture of our thoughts is so deeply interwoven into a cul-
tural mechanical consciousness (see Part One). It requires
no less than a revolution better yet, an syeludsn-
of perception.

\(/hat we have presented in this article is a way
of approaching the iliopsoas that supports dynamic
resolution. Our hope is that as therapists we are willing
to deepen our self-understanding prior ro working
with others-particularly in such a sensitive paft of
the body as the pelvis and as deeply internal a muscle as
the iliopsoas.

Our goal is to encourage ourselves as practitioners to
explore our own level of personal preparedness for work-.
ing sensitively with someone else's iliopsoas, and choos-
ing wisely when it is not appropriate. Hopefully, this will
not frighten us but rather humble us to truly honor the
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innate ancient wisdom of our species as expressed by the
psycho-emotional iliopsoas. fu{
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